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Automatic Absolute Measurement without Need of Target 

 

A.Gonsette, J.Rasson, S.Bracke, A. Poncelet, O. Hendrickx, 

F.Humbled 

Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium. Dourbes Magnetic 

Observatory, Rue du centre de physique 3, 5670 Dourbes Belgium 

 

  We report here new advances in automatic absolute declination 

measurement. The main goal of Global Geomagnetic network is to 

provide world measurement coverage. However conventional 

observatories remain difficult or even impossible to be deployed in 

remote and hostile area. Indeed, absolute D&I measurements require 

human operator in order to determine variometer baselines.  

  Since early 2000, strong efforts have been made to automatize this 

task. This led to new kind of instruments such as Gauss and AutoDIF. 

This last can be considered as a robotic version of a conventional 

DIFlux. Nevertheless, both German and Belgium instruments need a 

long and complex setup. They also need one or two targets to determine 

reference direction. AutoDIF, like the well-known Zeiss 010B DIFlux 

determine its True North reference by pointing a target with a known 

azimuth. This requirement prevents automatic DIFlux to work in case 

of snow-storm, fog, growing vegetation at so on. Of course, such 

instrument could not be installed in seafloor.  

  This talk will present an evolution of AutoDIF in which True 

North direction is determined by instrument itself. The earth rotation 

speed vector is detected by means of embedded gyro-based north-

seeker. A particular protocol based on sinus fitting of the Earth rotation 

signal and phase comparison allows determining the H-circle index 

position. The relative gyro low-resolution can be statistically 

compensated by performing a lot of measurements.
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Installation of an automatic DIflux (GyroDIF) at Livingston 

Island Geomagnetic Observatory, Antarctica  

Presenting author* : Marsal, Santiago  

Affiliation presenting author* : Observatori de l'Ebre  

e-mail* : smarsal@obsebre.es  

Marsal, S., Curto, J.J., Torta, J.M., Rasson, J.L., Ibañez, M., 

Cid, O., Carmona, J.  

Abstract text* : A new absolute instrument will be installed at the 

partially-manned geomagnetic observatory of Livingston Island 

(LIV) during the 2016-2017 summer survey. Although 1-s 

variometer data are automatically acquired during the whole year, 

absolute measurements are only taken during the 3 summer 

months the Spanish Antarctic Base is open each year. The new 

automatic DIflux magnetometer is intended to provide the 

necessary homogeneous series of absolute measurements 

throughout the year to guarantee a good quality of observatory data 

and make this site eligible for INTERMAGNET membership. The 

GyroDIF instrument is based on a gyrocompass to refer the 

Declination measurements to the true north. However, this fact is, 

in itself, an advantage and a disadvantage. On the one hand, it 

simplifies the optically-based measurement procedure of the 

AutoDIF in a snowy environment; on the other hand, accuracy 

limitations arise from the gyroscopic principle itself, which demand a 

large number of north-seeking shots to reduce the random 

uncertainty associated with each individual measurement. The final 

accuracy thus depends on power availability, but also on other 

factors such as thermal and mechanical stability. In this 

presentation, we will discuss some of the infrastructure solutions to 

be adopted in order to reduce the overall uncertainty of the absolute 

measurements and get an optimal performance.  
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Measurement experiences with FluxSet digital D/I station  

Presenting author* : Hegymegi, László  

Affiliation presenting author* : Mingeo LTD.  

e-mail* : hegymegi@mingeo.com  

Hegymegi, L., Szöllosy, J., Domján, Á.  

Abstract text* : In order to facilitate magnetic absolute 

observations, a digital nonmagnetic theodolite was designed and 

built. At this instrument horizontal and vertical angles are measured 

with digital angle encoders and transmitted via radio to a central 

processor unit. This unit receives also the output data of the FluxSet 

magnetometer via radio and a built-in GPS receiver supply the time 

stamp for measurement data. All these data are memorized in the 

central unit for later processing.  

 

The central processor unit has an USB port for data download to a 

memory stick and LAN or Internet connection possibility for scalar 

and time variation vector data input. It also has serial ports for local 

scalar absolute magnetometer and a 3D FluxSet magnetometer. The 

latter solution can be useful in case of field measurements when the 

distance to the nearest observatory is too large.  

 

Data visualization is made by portable devices as laptop, tablet or e-

book reader having Wi-Fi.  

 

All the station is running from batteries at least for six hours and 

can be charged using 12 V DC or 230 V AC. There is a protection 

against overcharge. During operation display shoes the charging 

state of the batteries in every unit.  

 

In this paper the new instrument and measurement experiences are 

presented.  
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Further progress with 1-second fluxgate variometers for 

observatories  

Presenting author* : Marusenkov, Andriy  

Affiliation presenting author* : Lviv Centre of Institute for Space 

Research, Ukraine  

e-mail* : marand@isr.lviv.ua  

Marusenkov, A., Korepanov, V.  

Abstract text* : The ways to improve noise level and temperature 

stability of 1-second fluxgate variometers are considered.  

The peculiarities of the new fluxgate sensor with Co-based 

amorphous magnetic alloy are discussed. The achieved sensor noise 

level is equal to 1 pT/sqrt(Hz) at 1 Hz, what is considerably better 

than that of the modern observatory fluxgate variometers. The 

short-term zero offset stability of the sensor is also quite good and 

lies within 40 pT during 7 hours. The zero offset changes do not 

exceed ± 1 nT during temperature excursions in the range +5 - +35 

C.  

Besides the sensor performance, it is very important to create the 

high stability compensation field, which is canceling the main Earth 

magnetic field inside the magnetic cores. The voltage reference in 

the electronic unit and the compensation windings in the sensor are 

the most critical elements in terms of generating the stable 

compensation signals. The noise level, the temperature drift, the 

long-term stability of the best semiconductor voltage references are 

compared and it is stated that only few of them are suitable for 

applying in high class fluxgate variometers. Using the best available 

electronic components the prototype of the digitally controlled 

highly stable current source is designed and tested. Its parameters 

are also discussed in the report.  
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New developments on the Danish FGE magnetometer  

Presenting author* : PEDERSEN, Lars William  

Affiliation presenting author* : DTU Space, Denmark  

e-mail* : lawp@space.dtu.dk  

PEDERSEN, Lars William  

Abstract text* : During the last years since the last IAGA workshop, 

DTU Space has worked on enhance the FGE magnetometer in 

different ways, testing sensor noise and sensor stability and 

improving the stability in the mechanical parts.  

Together with Barry Narod we have designed a new race track 

fluxgate sensor based on a new core material developed by Barry 

Narod. Different versions of this sensor have been tested for noise 

and stability. Also the normal FGE sensors and electronics has been 

tested and enhanced to get the lowest possible noise without 

spoiling the good well known stability.  

Parallel with this work we have also developed and tested a new 

enhanced suspension system for the FGE magnetometer, and 

results for this will be presented.  
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An Intercomparison of Magnetometers Commonly Utilized for 

Observatory Practice  

Presenting author* : Timothy White  

Affiliation presenting author* : USGS  

e-mail* : ttwhite@usgs.gov  

Timothy C. White, Edward A. Sauter, Benoit St. Louis, Lars W. 

Pedersen, Barry B. Narod  

Abstract text* : The USGS in collaboration with Natural Resources 

Canada, Danish Technical University (DTU) and Narod Geophysics 

Limited will conduct a test with the primary objective of providing a 

unique side-by-side comparison of five fluxgate magnetometers 

commonly used for observatory practices. The sensors included in 

this test will be the Narod Geophysics LTD Tri-Axial Fluxgate 

magnetometer, the DTU FGE magnetometer, the Lviv Centre of the 

Institute for Space Research Lemi 035 magnetometer, the 

Bartington Instruments Mag 03 magnetometer, and the Billingsley 

Aerospace and Defense DFM24G magnetometer. The sensors will be 

deployed inside a temperature controlled building at the Ottawa 

Magnetic Observatory. Each sensor will be mounted on an 

instrument pillar which will be tested in advance to ensure that each 

sensor site is receiving substantially the same magnetic spectrum. A 

twenty-channel data acquisition system, based on the USGS ObsRIO 

data acquisition platform, will be used to collect simultaneous data 

from all the test sensors. Data will be collected at 100 Hz, 10 Hz and 

1 Hz frequencies. The test will be conducted from February 2016 – 

May 2016. The resulting data set will be analyzed for noise 

comparison and sensor stability. Additionally, the USGS will make 

the data openly available to the magnetometer community for 

additional analyses.  
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A facetious magnetometer installation: solving an orientation 

and scaling uncertainty 

 

A.Gonsette, J. Rasson, F.Humbled 

Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium. Dourbes Magnetic 

Observatory, Rue du centre de physique 3, 5670 Dourbes Belgium 

 

    During a serious and rigorous observatory installation the 

operators set-up a variometer (we consider here an XYZ variometer) by 

levelling it and pointing the X component sensor toward True North. 

The Z component sensor is therefore supposed to be aligned with the 

vertical and the Y with the geographic east. From time to time, pillar or 

even observatory are not stable enough and mechanical drift can appear. 

When considering an automatic setup like for seafloor observatories, 

the orientation could be completely random. 

    We present here an algorithm aiming to recover true XYZ 

component from recorded data in an undetermined UVW reference 

frame. The scaling factor can also be adjusted. The method tries to 

minimize a covariance matrix based on variometer data and high 

resolution baselines data. When orientation or scale factor is not correct, 

a daily baseline variation appears that can be correlated with different 

components. The main difficulty is to compensate a component without 

increasing the other components errors. By performing several 

iterations, it is possible to correct several degrees errors. 

    We show a comparison between a supposed well setup 

LEMI-025 and another LEMI-025 completely badly setup .
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Analysis of resolution and noise of One-Second Data of 

Huancayo Geomagnetic Observatory for provide to 

INTERMAGNET  

Presenting author* : Rosales, Domingo  

Affiliation presenting author* : Huancayo Geomagnetic Observatory 

- Instituto Geofisico del Peru  

e-mail* : domingo_igp@hotmail.com  

Rosales, D., Vidal E.  

Abstract text* : Since 2003, INTERMAGNET has been recommended 

that geomagnetic observatories produce of one-second data, this 

due to the demand from space physics researchers dedicated to the 

study of the ionosphere, magnetosphere and space weather.  

Since 2002, Huancayo geomagnetic observatory, has provided 

permanently 1-minute data to INTERMAGNET, and quasi-real-time 

geomagnetic data from them are available at the INTERMAGNET 

website, and recently with the implementation of two fluxgate 

magnetometers with sampling rate of 10 and 16 Hz respectively, 

and with 0.01 nT accuracy, allow to send one-second data to 

INTERMAGNET.  

In order to meet the requirements of 1-second data for 

INTERMAGNET (the new standard), as part of the process of 

validation, an analysis of resolution and noise is made, it used the 

technique of "analysis of data from one-second" developed by E. W. 

Worthington, E. A. Sauter, and J. J. Love.  

These two fluxgate magnetometers ensure that the 1-second data 

that will soon be sent to INTERMAGNET, recording continuously 

without data loss, and also the second magnetometer works a 

backup when the first magnetometer stop working for any failure on 

your system.  
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Numerical evaluation of general DI-flux schemes. First 

experiences and its ability to reveal interesting properties of 

a DI-Theodolite.  

Presenting author* : Brunke, Heinz-Peter  

Affiliation presenting author* : German Reserch Zenter for 

Geoscienzes, GFZ  

e-mail* : brunke@gfz-potsdam.de  

Brunke, HP., Matzka, J  

Abstract text* : The standard DI scheme used for absolute 

measurements minimizes the influence of instrument parameters 

like the angles of misalignment in the theodolite or the sensor offset 

and misalignment of the fluxgate-sensor. Using and evaluating 

measurements off the normal DI positions can reveal interesting 

properties of the DI-theodolite. We present a general method for 

processing DI-flux schemes with arbitrary telescope positions and 

exploit it to this end.  

 

At shallow geomagnetic inclination, around 2000 km to the North 

and South of the geomagnetic equator, the standard DI-flux 

procedure involves vertical circle readings at steep telescope 

positions, which is not possible without zenith oculars mounted on 

the theodolite. This problem can also be circumvented by using DI-

flux schemes with positions outside the horizontal plane or the 

magnetic meridian plane. For a sufficient number of positions, this 

results in an overdetermined system of nonlinear equations. Using 

the Newton-Raphson-method generalized to an overdetermined 

system, we solve this system in the sense of a least square solution. 

Additionally, we present methods to assess the numerical stability of 

a given DI-flux-scheme and apply them to various such schemes. 

We show further advantages of this general approach. It is not 

necessary to calculate the magnetic meridian prior to the inclination 

measurements. This makes the me  
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Calibration of tri-axial fluxgate magnetometer by data driven 

optimization method.  

Presenting author* : Iype, Anil  

Affiliation presenting author* : Indian Institute of Geomagnetism  

e-mail* : aniliype@gmail.com  

Iype, A., Kulkarni, A., Deshmukh, A.  

Abstract text* : In this paper we introduce two methods of 

calibrating tri-axial fluxgate magnetometer by determining the 

orthogonality errors and heading errors of tri-axial fluxgate 

magnetometer. In the first method, we consider the closing error 

(difference between Overhauser measurement and baseline 

corrected fluxgate data) as a function in the parameter space of 

possible orthogonality and heading error ranges of the three 

sensors. In the second method we try to minimize the spread in 

baseline of each component by varying the orthogonality and 

heading errors angles in the equations. The drift in baseline caused 

by the heading error of the tri-axial fluxgate magnetometer due to 

the secular variation in declination will also be discussed.  
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Reconstruction of the Torsion Photoelectric Magnetometer at 

Budkov Observatory  

Presenting author* : Vlk, Michal  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institute of Geophysics of the CAS, 

Prague  

e-mail* : vlk@ig.cas.cz  

Vlk, M.  

Abstract text* : Budkov Observatory uses Quartz variometers (HDZ 

sets) of Bobrov type for photoregistration since late 60s.  

In early 1990s, one set was modified as TPM with photodiodes using 

30 Hz modulated incandescent bulb, several centimeters of distance 

between diodes and quartz element and using no feedback. Due to 

high level of spurious signals and very complicated PSU, system was 

modified rather than repaired. Light source is red laser diode 

modulated at 14 kHz.  

Photodiode amplifier uses input LC parallel tank and capacitor - type  

noiseless feedback for its damping.  

Distance between Bobrov unit and photodiodes was increased up to 

one meter to use former LaCour photoregistrator pillar. Feedback 

regulator uses dual-mode (linear and discontinuous) integrator with 

S-curve logic in the non-linear mode. Integrator uses T-type RC 

feedback (Series Cs, shunt R) to maintain Bobrov unit electrical 

damping and to improve integrator DC leak (one of the series 

capacitor have no DC potential).  

Presence of nonlinear mode eliminates need of starting coil 

(collinear with a needle) as used in some TPM units (Seers - Black) 

with larger distance between quartz element and photodiodes.  

Magnetometer starting is done simply by magnetic impulse to 

needle to start swinging in the integrator's nonlinear mode. Unit has 

current output (+-50 mA) directly from one-turn feedback coil, 

formerly used for calibration.  
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Equatorial geomagnetic observatories: status and techniques  

Presenting author* : Matzka, Jürgen  

Affiliation presenting author* : GFZ  

e-mail* : jmat@gfz-potsdam.de  

Jürgen Matzka, Achim Morschhauser, Gabriel Brando Soares, 

Henning Lilienkamp, Katia Pinheiro  

Abstract text* : Although a variety of interesting science questions 

can be addressed with equatorial geomagnetic data, only a limited 

number of geomagnetic observatories exist at the magnetic 

equator. We will briefly review the availability of equatorial 

geomagnetic data and report on recent activities to recover yet 

unpublished geomagnetic observatory data from the magnetic 

equator. The main part of the talk will be dealing with the 

peculiarities for geomagnetic instruments and techniques one 

encounters at the magnetic equator. We will touch on zenith oculars 

and the gradation of the vertical circle for DI-flux theodolites. Since 

the vertical component becomes negligible, the horizontal leveling of 

the telescope during declination measurements becomes uncritical. 

Further, traditional designations for telescope positions, like 'sensor 

up' and 'sensor down', are challenged when the magnetic field is 

horizontal and the telescope is vertically aligned during inclination 

measurements, but remain useful. Another interesting aspect for 

DI-flux measurements is the calculation of base values, as the 

respective formula depends on the magnetic hemisphere. Therefore, 

we will discuss how to treat this problem at the magnetic equator. 

Finally, some sun observation schemes have to be modified at or 

close to the geographic equator.  
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Several months of robotized absolute measurements at 

Chambon-La-Forêt Observatory  

Presenting author* : Heumez, Benoit  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institut de Physique du Globe de 

Paris  

e-mail* : heumez@ipgp.fr  

B. Heumez, V. Lesur, K. Telali, A. Sanchez,  A. Poncelet, A. 

Gonsette, P. Coïsson 

Abstract text* : A robotized instrument performing geomagnetic 

absolute measurements, named AUTODIF, was installed in 

Chambon-la-Forêt in July 2015 by the Geomagnetism Group of the 

Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium. The instrument has been 

running continuously for several months in order to be tested in 

operational conditions in a regular magnetic observatory.  

We will present our feedback for this instrument; discuss the 

measurement uncertainties and comparison with our human-made 

calibration measurements.  
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Helium optically pumped scalar magnetometer  

Presenting author* : Lalanne, Xavier  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institut de Physique du Globe de 

Paris  

e-mail* : lalanne@ipgp.fr  

X. Lalanne, K. Telali, J. Savary  

Abstract text* : The instrumentation team of IPGP Magnetic 

Observatories group has developed an optically pumped He4 scalar 

magnetometer. We present the principles of this fully digital 

instrument, its main features and achieved performances.  
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20 Years Potassium Magnetometers and 8 Years GAUS 

Magnetometer in the Niemegk Observatory – Results and 

Experiences  

Presenting author* : Pulz, Eberhard  

Affiliation presenting author* : GFZ Potsdam  

e-mail* : eberhard.pulz@gmail.com  

Eberhard Pulz, Oliver Bronkalla and Monika Korte 

Abstract text* : In 1996 we finished the development and the 

construction of same exemplars of a new scalar tandem type of 

Potassium Magnetometers at the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam. 

It were installed at different wooden huts at the Niemegk 

Observatory. Additional was installed a similar Tandem 

Magnetometer (Cs-He) in FUR. Since 2005 one was situated in the 

Variation House and since 2004 a second one was installed in the 

Absolute House. The recordings were always second mean values 

with an exact time stamp. The results have been compared each 

other furthermore to a He-Cs-Magnetometer and to PM's of the 

Observatory. We will report about the results of the comparison and 

operational experiences. The new instruments have been providing 

very reliable and stable results over all the years. They alerted us to 

some sources of artificial disturbances thanks to their higher 

resolution compared to proton magnetometers.  
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Arduino-based open-source timestamping tester  

Presenting author* : Miklavec, Mojca  

Affiliation presenting author* : Laboratory for Geomagnetism and 

Aeronomy, Higher Education Centre Sežana, Slovenia  

e-mail* : mojca.miklavec@viviss.si  

Miklavec, M., Morschhauser, A., Vencelj, M.  

Abstract text* : INTERMAGNET has recommended that a timing 

accuracy of at least 10 ms is required when producing 1-second 

data (Love, 2004). In order to meet this requirement, observatories 

need to be able to check the timing accuracy of their datalogger 

chain.  

 

Here, we will present a simple Arduino-based magnetic signal 

generator that can be used as a timestamping tester. We will 

provide both the source code and build instructions, so that 

observatories around the world could easily make their own 

timestamping tester and evaluate time delays of their own systems.  
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Testing the time delay of geomagnetic recording systems 

with a magnetic pulse generator  

Presenting author* : Miklavec, Mojca  

Affiliation presenting author* : Laboratory for Geomagnetism and 

Aeronomy, Higher Education Centre Sežana, Slovenia  

e-mail* : mojca.miklavec@viviss.si  

Miklavec, M., Morschhauser, A.  

Abstract text* : When recording geomagnetic data complying with 

the 1-second INTERMAGNET standard, it is recommended that the 

timing accuracy of the system is at least 10 ms (Love, 2004).  

 

Here, we report on our experiments with a GPS-synchronized 

square-wave field generator which was provided by NRCan 

(INTERMAGNET Technical Note TN 4). This instrument was used to 

characterize the time delay of different variometers (FGE, LAMA, 

GEOMAG) and dataloggers (NGK, SNV, TTB) by evaluating the 

recorded analog and digital signals.  

 

Based on our experiences, we will present detailed instructions for 

performing the timing experiment at an observatory as well as 

different approaches of evaluating the actual delay. Moreover, an 

analysis of the timing delay introduced by the individual components 

in the datalogger chain will be presented and potential 

improvements with respect to the timing accuracy will be discussed.  
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Low-power RaspberryPi datalogger system  

Presenting author* : Morschhauser, Achim  

Affiliation presenting author* : GFZ German Research Centre for 

Geosciences  

e-mail* : mors@gfz-potsdam.de  

Morschhauser, A., Bronkalla, O., Haseloff, J., Matzka, J.  

Abstract text* : Geomagnetic observatories are often located at 

remote sites where power is a limited resource. Therefore, low 

power consumption is an important design criterion for geomagnetic 

data acquisition systems. In addition, the system has to survive 

power losses and must automatically continue operation with stable 

baselines after such an event.  

At the same time, a modern geomagnetic data acquisition system 

has to meet an increasing number of requirements and challenges. 

For example, the timing accuracy must be better than 10 

milliseconds [ms] for 1 Hz sampling. Also, real-time data 

transmission is crucial for societal applications and for timely quality 

control.  

At Niemegk Observatory, we are developing a data logger system 

which is designed to meet these criteria. In its most basic version, 

this system is based on a Raspberry Pi (RaspPi) and the 24 bit 

ObsDaq analog to digital converter by Mingeo. For real-time data 

transmission, a LAN connection through a fiber optical cable can be 

established to a router with an optional 3G USB modem. Optionally, 

a low-power laptop can be attached to this network. In this case, 

the laptop will store the data and display daily magnetograms at the 

remote site for quickly checking correct operation. In addition, the 

laptop can be used to transfer data onto storage media.  
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Advances in permalloy cores for fluxgate magnetometers 

Barry Narod 
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Automated observatory in Antarctica : Real-Time data 

transfer on constrained networks in practice 

Presenting author* : Bracke Stephan 

Affiliation presenting author* : Royal Meteorological institute 

Belgium : Geophysical Center 

e-mail* : stephan.bracke@meteo.be 

S.Bracke, A.Gonsette, J.Rasson , A. Poncelet, O. Hendrickx 

Abstract text* :  

In 2013 the scientists from the geophysical center at Dourbes 

started a project to install a fully automated observatory in 

Antarctica. This isolated place comes with specific requirements: 

unmanned station during six months, low temperatures ( up to -

50°), minimize power consumption , low bandwidth (56 kbits/sec) . 

The ultimate aim is to have real-time data coming in every second 

at Dourbes : variometer data from a lemi-25, absolute F 

measurements from a gems protonmagnetometer and D/I 

measurements  (+/- 5 a day) from a gyrodif. To achieve real-time 

data transfer with traditional techniques ( sftp, mail,rsync.. ) you 

fight against their limitations in terms of real-time. After evaluation 

of pro and cons of currently available real-time IoT protocols 

(AMQP,STOMP,MQTT,CoAP) , We chose to use MQTT and receive the 

one second data with an average delay of 200 ms and no loss of 

data. Each individual instrument ( variometer , protonmagnetometer 

and gyrodif ) sends his data towards Dourbes immediately after 

capturing it.  
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Accuracy of CLF observatory data  

Presenting author* : Lesur, Vincent  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institut de Physique du Globe de 

Paris  

e-mail* : lesur@ipgp.fr  

V. Lesur, B. Heumez, K. Telali, P. Coïsson, X. Lalanne  

Abstract text* : Traditionally observatory data are provided without 

error estimates, although such information is a prerequisite for an 

optimum exploitation of these data. Estimating the errors in CLF 

requires first knowing the accuracy of the absolute measurements. 

In a second step, the propagation of these errors in the process 

leading to the estimation of the baseline has to be understood. We 

have investigated different sources of errors in absolute 

measurement for CLF settings. A new algorithm for the baseline 

estimation has been developed in order to account for error 

estimates. Preliminary estimates of CLF data accuracy will be 

presented.  
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Baseline Estimation using Gradient Numeric Method  

Presenting author* : Vlk, Michal  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institute of Geophysics of the CAS, 

Prague  

e-mail* : vlk@ig.cas.cz  

Vlk, M.  

Abstract text* : Recent improvements in magnetometers and recent 

data formats allows observatory outputs in 1 pT resolution. 

Standard data processing ("baseline estimation") is designed to 

reach errors (of the method) in the order of 100 pT that may be too 

much for actual needs.  

Our method relies on fact that fluxgate used on DI theodolite is 

directional field measurement equipment. There is a possibility to 

compute distance between signal measured by fluxgate on the 

theodolite and signal computed from based variometer in the 

current direction of the theodolite. When the variometer is properly 

based, mean distance of signals over all theodolite position relevant 

to remove collimation error ("D" and "I" observation phases) would 

be zero.  

Length of the signal in the mean operation reduces impact of 

variometer and theodolite fluxgate noises to measured baselines by 

3 dB per duration doubling.  

Our method assumes baselines of variometer as a first - order 

transformation (12 numbers). Coefficients of the transformation are 

parametrized for particular variometer orientation to only three 

numbers (gains/ortogonalities/z-axis orientation are not corrected 

here). These numbers are computed via gradient iterative method. 

When three parameters are estimated (horizontal bias [nT], 

horizontal angle [arcmin], z-bias [nT] for HDZ variometer) and 

three mean signal distances are nulled, solution is unique.  
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Working with IAGA and INTERMAGNET one-second standard 

data sets: The MagPy Python package  

Presenting author* : Leonhardt, Roman  

Affiliation presenting author* : Central Institute of Meteorology and 

Geodynamics, Vienna, Austria  

e-mail* : roman.leonhardt@zamg.ac.at  

Leonhardt, R., Bailey, R. and Miklavec, M.  

Abstract text* : Geomagnetic data analysis is a main duty of 

approximately 200 observatories around the globe. Such analysis 

usually comprises several subsequent steps, including data quality 

control, computation of baselines, baseline adoption, and 

submission.  

The MagPy Python package is a platform independent software to 

assist geomagnetic data acquisition, storage, distribution and 

basically all analysis steps used in observatory environments. It 

supports all common data formats used in the geomagnetic 

community, including instrument specific types and general types 

like IAGA02, WDC, IMF, IAF and CDF. Data can be obtained directly 

from WDC's and yet missing or future format conventions can be 

easily incorporated. The package contains routines for all analysis 

steps including quality control, filtering, merging, baseline 

treatment, and submission. Basic functions for import, treatment, 

and export, but also complex automated real-time analysis of 

geomagnetic data are possible.  

MagPy introduces a new method for data quality control. By 

facilitating a flagging procedure, it supports reproducible 

identification of quality judgments. MagPy can communicate with a 

MySQL database which further allows archiving of data and all 

necessary meta information. MagPy is an open source project on 

GitHub (https://github.com/geomagpy/magpy) and is available on 

PyPi (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/GeomagPy).  
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Baseline errors in Magnetic observatory data - Causes and 

Corrections  

Presenting author* : Kulkarni, Atul  

Affiliation presenting author* : Indian Institute of Geomagnetism  

e-mail* : atulsk@iigs.iigm.res.in  

Atul Kulkarni, Shyamoli Mukherjee, Anil Iype, Gopi Seemala, 

Satyavir Singh  

Abstract text* : Baselines of magnetic observatory speaks about the 

health of the observatory data in many sense and is a very 

significant data quality control tool. The baselines are influenced by 

many factors such as incorrect absolute observations, the 

instrument errors, local magnetic anomaly, temperature effect etc. 

Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Mumbai, India operates 12 

magnetic observatory covering entire length and breadth of Indian 

sector. The baselines from these observatories are analyzed in-

depth. The causes for the baseline errors and the possible 

corrections are discussed. The quantum of errors, each factors may 

contribute, are also discussed.  
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A Study on Variations in Baseline Values of Geomagnetic 

Field Observations at Syowa Station  

Presenting author* : Oogi, Junpei  

Affiliation presenting author* : Kakioka Magnetic Observatory, 

Japan Meteorological Agency  

e-mail* : oogi.jun@gmail.com  

Oogi, Junpei., I, Tomofumi., Arita, Shin., Takahashi, 

Kousuke., Minamoto, Yasuhiro., Kadokura, Akira.  

Abstract text* : Observations of the geomagnetic field at Syowa 

Station, Antarctica have been operated by Japanese Antarctic 

Research Expedition since 1966. The observations consist of 

absolute observation and continuous observation. Absolute 

observations have been manually carried out about once a month 

and continuous observations have been performed with a three-axis 

fluxgate magnetometer. We reviewed the baseline values which are 

the differences between values obtained by the absolute and 

continuous observations over almost five decades and found that 

the baseline values had a seasonal variation; the substantial 

variations tended to appear particularly in summer. Moderate 

changes have been also recognized in winter. To investigate the 

correlation between changes of tilt angles and baseline values, we 

installed electronic tilt meters in February 2015 (JARE56) and 

observed tilt variations all the year round.  

The most important motivation of this study is to investigate 

whether we can make final absolute values continuously by using 

baseline values and continuous observation, which requires stability 

in baseline values.  
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LONG TERM BASELINE VARIATION AND THE DETECTED 

MAGNETIC GRADIENT MEASURED BY INDEPENDENT 

INSTRUMENTS  

Presenting author* : Csontos, András  

Affiliation presenting author* : Geological and Geophysical Institute 

of Hungary  

e-mail* : csontos.andras@mfgi.hu  

Csontos, A., Merényi, L.,  

Abstract text* : The direction and the intensity of geomagnetic 

elements are measured in many ways in current observatory 

practice. Several of the methods implicitly suppose that the 

magnetic field remains homogeneous in space, i.e. the spatial 

gradient of the field is constant. However, there are a few 

phenomena (for instance the sea-side effect) which create special 

circumstances for the measurements (e.g. the spatial differences of 

the geomagnetic elements vary in time). In such a case the 

accuracy of the absolute control of variometers is decreased, 

because the base values of a variometer become dependent not 

only on the instabilities of the devices but also on the influences of 

the varying geomagnetic field. Presently there are no instructions 

available how to separate the influences of different sources and 

correct the dataset. As we will show, the standard observatory 

instrumentation gives further chance to identify any change of the 

magnetic gradient.  

This presentation compares methods to measure the magnetic 

gradient of the field in order to suggest a new way of data analysis 

for observatory practice. As a result of the proposed procedures the 

geomagnetic field becomes known not only in discrete points, but in 

a volume of space in which this the field can be presumed to vary 

uniformly.  
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A routine for the automatic determination of quasi-definitive 

observatory data 

 

Igor Mandić1, Monika Korte2  
 

1Andrija Mohorovičić Geophysical Institute, Department of Geophysics, Faculty of 
Science, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia  
2Helmholtz Centre Potsdam, GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, Potsdam, 
Germany  
 

The accuracy and availability of quasi-definitive (QD) data from magnetic 

observatories greatly depends on several factors. The absolute accuracy 

mostly depends on quality of absolute observations and variability of the 

variometer baseline. Processing protocols and skills of the data processor 

are crucial factors for prompt delivery of QD data. More and more 

observatory networks have to be operated by limited numbers of staff, in 

parallel with progress in technologies necessary for operating unmanned 

observatories. In cases when a single person is in charge for operating 

several variometer systems, the production of QD data can be a quite 

laborious and time consuming task. This will be especially pronounced 

with an increase of measured base values if automatic absolute instruments 

will be used in observatories. To obtain the data with high absolute 

accuracy in near real-time, we are designing a routine for the automatic 

determination of the “best” temporary baselines. This routine is robust to 

outliers and flexible enough to properly fit various types of the baseline 

variability. The results of comparison between definitive baselines 

obtained with the new routine and ones reported by INTERMAGNET 

observatories for the period 2009-2011 will be presented. Also, the 

differences between newly calculated definitive and simulated temporary 

baselines will be shown. 
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Cheongyang Geomagnetic Observatory Quasi Definitive and 

Definitive Data Processing  

Presenting author* : M Amran, Shakirah  

Affiliation presenting author* : Korea Research Institute of 

Standards and Science and National Metrology Institute of Malaysia 

(NMIM)  

e-mail* : shakirah@sirim.my  

Shakirah M Amran, Wan-Seop Kim, Young Gyun Kim, Po Gyu 

Park 

Abstract text* : Cheongyang (CYG) observatory started its 

operation in 2009 and joined as an official INTERMAGNET 

observatory in 2013. A vector and a scalar magnetometer were 

independently installed at the CYG observatory for continuous 

measurement of the geomagnetic variation and total intensity F, 

respectively. Absolute measurements are recorded weekly and 

piecewise polynomial fitting is adopted for derivation of baseline 

values. To date, the CYG has successfully submitted the definitive 

data for 2014 and 2015. The daily average of F difference in the 

definitive data, which is the difference between the total intensity 

calculated from the vector magnetometer and the measured total 

intensity from the scalar magnetometer is less than 2 nT for the 

period from 2014 to 2015. The results well meet the requirement of 

the INTERMAGNET within 5 nT. Seasonal variations were observed 

in the baselines, however, they did not directly correlate to 

temperature. The 2014 CYG definitive data processing and results 

have been presented in Conference of Precision Electromagnetic 

(CPEM) 2016 in Ottawa, Canada. In addition, quasi-definitive data 

has been produced and distributed since May 2015, where quasi-

definitive and definitive data as well as baseline derivations are 

processed using GDASView.  
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Time-stamp correction of observatory data acquired during 

unavailability of time-synchronization services  

Presenting author* : Coïsson, Pierdavide  

Affiliation presenting author* : IPGP  

e-mail* : coisson@ipgp.fr  

Coïsson, P., Heumez, B., Telali, K., Lesur, V., Lalanne, X.  

Abstract text* : During magnetic observatory data acquisition, the 

time-stamp is kept synchronized with a precise source of time. This 

is usually done using a GPS controlled PPS signal. For some 

observatories located in remote areas or where internet restrictions 

are enforced, only magnetometer data are accessible, limiting the 

capabilities of monitoring the acquisition operations.  

The LZH observatory in Lanzhou, China, experienced an interruption 

of the PPS in 2013. The data-logger clock drifted slowly in time, in 6 

months a delay of 28 s was accumulated. After a reboot in April 

2014 the drift became faster, 2 s per day, before the PPS could be 

restored in July 2014.  

To estimate the time-delays, we compared LZH time-series with 

data from other observatories located in East Asia. A 

synchronization algorithm was developed. Natural sources providing 

synchronous events could be used as markers to obtain the time-

lag. The analysis of slices of 30 minutes of 1-s data at an arbitrary 

UT allowed estimating lags with an uncertainty of ~10 s, revealing 

the correct trends of drift. A precise estimation of the lag was 

obtained by comparing data of co-located instruments with 

independent PPS. In that case it was possible to take advantage of 

spikes and noise that constituted local time-markers events.  

It was therefore possible to obtain the lags of the time-stamps to 

produce corrected data files.  
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New INTERMAGNET compatible processing scheme for Belsk, 

Hel, and Hornsund Observatories  

Presenting author* : Neska, Mariusz  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institute of Geophysics, Polish 

Academy of Sciences  

e-mail* : nemar@igf.edu.pl  

Neska, M., Reda, J., Nowozynski, K.  

Abstract text* : INTERMAGNET promotes high standards in quality 

and timely accessibility of geomagnetic data. Three Polish 

Observatories are members of this world-wide network consisting 

more than 100 observatories. Progress concerning instrumentation, 

measurement accuracy, and possibilities to handle data has led to 

higher INTERMAGNET standards. In order to keep up with theses 

new developments we have implemented new software and a new 

working procedure for data of our observatories. In the presented 

work we describe the processing scheme for real-time and definitive 

data from Belsk, Hel, and Hornsund and give an outline of their 

instrumentation. Thereby we take into account special requirements 

to observatory practice resulting from different local conditions, 

especially for the polar station Hornsund. Moreover, we discuss 

possibilities to apply our processing scheme to other INTERMAGNET 

observatories.  
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Automatic detection of Sfe, a chimera?  

Presenting author* : Curto Subirats, Juan José  

Affiliation presenting author* : Observatori de l'Ebre  

e-mail* : jjcurto@obsebre.es  

Curto, J.J., Creci, G., Marsal, S.  

Abstract text* : Solar flare effects (Sfe) are rapid magnetic 

variations which are related to the enhancement of the amount of 

radiation produced during Solar flare events. During several 

minutes, the ionosphere is activated and electron densities, electric 

conductivities and electric currents are enhanced. The magnetic 

signature of a flare is visible in the illuminated hemisphere and 

sometimes it shows up as small crochet on the magnetograms.  

However, as regards their detection in an automatized procedure, 

they have been very elusive because their small amplitude -close to 

the level of noise produced by other natural phenomena- and their 

irregular shapes which resist the application of pre-designed 

patterns due to their high variability.  

In this presentation, we will summarize the difficulties that Sfe 

detection present and we will show a line of work we initiated to 

overcome these difficulties, having as a goal to achieve a system 

capable to perform an automatic detection.  
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Data management at the Lonjsko Polje geomagnetic 

observatory  

 

Igor Mandić  

 
Andrija Mohorovičić Geophysical Institute, Department of Geophysics, Faculty of 
Science, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia  

 

During 2012, an observatory was established at Lonjsko Polje Nature Park 

in mid-northern Croatia. Except traditional standard one-minute data, the 

Lonjsko Polje observatory also provides high-quality one-second variation 

data as a part of EMMA (European quasi-Meridional Magnetometer 

Array) network. Currently the observatory has a provisional status as an 

INTERMAGNET test observatory and delivers its data to the GIN 

Edinburgh on a daily basis. Geomagnetic ground data are one of the most 

important foundations for geomagnetic field research and it is very 

important to document how data are obtained in order to understand its 

quality and accuracy. Here, the technical aspects, software solutions and 

data processing techniques of this remotely operated observatory are 

presented. Like in many remote, unmanned observatories, many 

operational difficulties are expected. However, the obtained results 

accentuate the potential of the new observatory to provide high-quality 

data and thus contribute to real-time monitoring of the Earth’s magnetic 

field. 
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The need to have a Difference-Spectrum data base of each 

magnetic observatory to characterize the localized signal 

modification.  

Presenting author* : Iype, Anil  

Affiliation presenting author* : Indian Institute of Geomagnetism  

e-mail* : aniliype@gmail.com  

Iype, A., Seemala, G., Singh, S.  

Abstract text* : The recordings of practically every observatory are 

influenced by induction in the locally inhomogeneous Earth. The 

regional anomalies can arise out of non-uniform distribution of 

magnetic minerals in the Earth's crust, highly conducting sea water 

near coastal observatories etc. These regional anomalies can modify 

the spectra of each component recorded at an observatory.  

 

The power spectra of magnetic observatories run by Indian Institute 

of Geomagnetism, Navi Mumbai were computed and the difference – 

spectra, with respect to an observatory considered as a standard, 

were found out. The difference spectra can give a clear picture of 

anomalous response of the regional anomalies to short term 

geomagnetic variations. The difference spectra for each magnetic 

observatory can help a researcher as a ready reckoner to 

characterize the signal modifications due to regional anomalies.  
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Geomagnetic measurements on new magnetic station 

“Baygazan” (Telezkoe lake, Russian Altay)  

Presenting author* : Gvozdarev Alexey  

Affiliation presenting author* : Gorno-Altaysk State University  

e-mail* : gvozdarev@ngs.ru  

Gvozdarev, A., Kudin, D., Uchaykin, E.  

Abstract text* : The new magnetic station "Baygazan" (N51˚45’, 

E87˚26’) located at cordon of the Altay National Park started the 

continuous DHZ-geomagnetic variation observations since 

3/12/2009 at 5 Hz frequency. A quartz magnetometer "Quartz-3EM" 

with digital recording system designed by Gorno-Altaysk State 

University is used for measurements. A noise level for quartz 

magnetometer was reduced to 3-10 pT since August of 2010 by 

means of power system optimization. Full vector measurements by 

proton magnetometer designed GASU are started at Iuly 2012. Coil 

magnetometer INT-1 (noise level 0.1 pT) is used for D-,H-variations 

registration since November 2014. Absolute measurements is 

carried out once a year.  

The station is located far from sources of magnetic industrial noise. 

Power system based on solar batteries and wind generator, power 

consumption is 11 W. Low magnetic noise level at the station allows 

to record all type of geomagnetic micropulsations (Pc1-Pc5, Pi1-Pi3) 

by means two variometers, the coil magnetometer register also 

spectral resonance structure at Alf'ven ionospheric resonator 

frequency range and three Shuman resonance (8, 14, 20 Hz).  
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SUMMIT – A NEW VARIOMETER STATION ON THE 

GREENLANDIC ICE CAP  

Presenting author* : Willer, Anna  

Affiliation presenting author* : Behlke, Rico., Pedersen, Lars W.  

e-mail* : anna@space.dtu.dk  

Willer, A., Behlke, R., Pedersen, L. W.  

Abstract text* : DTU Space presents a new variometer station, 

Summit (SUM), on the ice cap in Greenland.  

 

The station is scientifically interesting since it is located in the 

auroral region and provides an important link between the west and 

east coast stations in Greenland. Furthermore, due to the unique 

positioning on top of 3 km of ice, signals from the lithospheric field 

can be neglected.  

 

The remote location has also technical advantages due to the 

severely limited infrastructure in the area. Despite that, we still see 

rather frequent artificial magnetic disturbances in the data. A 

method to eliminate the disturbances will be presented as well as a 

general validation of data quality and a brief discussion regarding 

the challenge of a possible instrument tilt due to the dynamic ice 

cap.  
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MAGNETOMETRIC “INTERMAGNET” FACILITIES AT THE 

MAGNETIC STATION “KRASNOE LAKE” (SPG) AND 

PROSPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT  

Presenting author* : Andrey Kotikov  

Affiliation presenting author* : Saint-Petersburg Branch of Pushkov 

Institute for Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radiowaves 

Propagation, Russian Academy of Sciences (SPbF IZMIRAN, Russia)  

e-mail* : office@izmiran.spb.ru  

Gvishiani,A.D.,Kopytenko, Yu.A.,Kotikov, A.L.,Sergushin, 

P.A.,Soloviev,A.A.Cuthor, C., Duthor, D., ...  

Abstract text* : Within expansion of the Russian segment of the 

international magnetometric INTERMAGNET network at the Krasnoe 

Lake SPBF IZMIRAN magnetic station in 2012-2013 the modern 

standard magnetometric equipment for carrying out regular 

supervision of absolute values (H, D, Z, T, I) and variations (H, D, 

Z, T) of the Magnetic Field of Earth (MFE) is installed. For ensuring 

absolute measurements it is established stable geographical mark 

with original construction. Geographical coordinates of the mark and 

five nonmagnetic statement locations in the absolute pavilion for 

providing measurements on D/I a theodolite (MinGeo, Hungary), the 

proton magnetometer (Gem Systems, Canada) and verification of 

the magnetometric equipment are determined. The fluxgate 

magnetometer (DTU, Denmark) for recording geomagnetic 

variations in the nonmagnetic variation pavilion is installed. Data 

collection (MinGeo, Hungary) and a remote digital data transmission 

about MFE variations with the resolution of 1 sec. are provided with 

E-Box series minicomputers. All the information is being collected in 

special databases at GC RAS, IZMIRAN and SPbF IZMIRAN. 

Prospects of development of observations of MFE are discussed with 

use of the quantum vector magnetometer possessing high stability 

and sensitivity (~ 1pT), with a frequency of data collection of 10 Hz. 

The carried-out preliminary tests in magnetic and ionospheric  
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Selection of the new observatory site and field gradient 

measurements in Republic of Macedonia  

Presenting author* : Delipetrev, Marjan  

Affiliation presenting author* : assistant professor  

e-mail* : delipetrov@yahoo.com  

Delipetrev, M., Vladimir, M., Delipetrov, T., Blazev, K.  

Abstract text* : Over the past 15 years the department of geology 

and geophysics in Republic of Macedonia is working to establish a 

geomagnetic observatory. Therefore, the choice of the site for the 

observatory is of the utmost importance. Тhe observatory site needs 

to be in low magnetic disturbances region, be magnetically 

representative for both secular variation and short-term variations.  

Various sources of information and data was used in the site 

selection process, including geology and geophysics maps, distance 

from university offices, access to electricity, etc. After selecting the 

most appropriate site on the mountain Plackovica in the eastern part 

of Macedonia, the magnetic properties of the area for the planned 

observatory was studied and a local magnetic survey at the surface 

was performed. The local magnetic survey was performed using two 

proton magnetometers, one as a reference for temporal variations 

of the field, and the other for the survey. The entire area of the 

planned observatory was surveyed using a net of about 1 by 1 

meter, making a map of the field gradient.  

Another important milestone is that in the last couple of years the 

government granted the ownership of the selection site, and we 

made a observatory construction project. The new geomatics 

observatory will be built according to INTERMAGNET standards  
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The new geomagnetic observatory on the territory of 

Slovenia  

Presenting author* : Cop Rudi  

Affiliation presenting author* : Cop Rudi  

e-mail* : rudi@artal.si  

Cop Rudi, Damir Dezeljin  

Abstract text* : PIA geomagnetic observatory (Piran, Slovenia) lies 

in Slovenian part of the Istria, the largest peninsula in the Adriatic 

Sea. We started to construct it in February 2014. The first part of its 

construction was finished in the autumn 2014. In November 2014 

the observatory was connected to the INTERMAGNET (INTErnational 

Real-time MAGnetic observatory NETwork), a global network for 

cooperation of digital magnetic observatories. Because the 

observatory functioned continuously throughout the year without 

defects, the second part of its construction was finished in 

December 2015. There are now possibilities for additional 

geophysical measurements: measurements of geomagnetic 

pulsations and receiving electro-magnetic waves with frequency 

between 0.5 Hz and 200 Hz.  

 

PIA geomagnetic observatory has a unique shape and configuration 

because it is adapted to the specific conditions of the Slovenian 

territory. It lies on the Adriatic micro-plate where earthquakes 

occurred. South-west of Slovenia is the part of Europe where 

lightning are the most frequent. The most powerful atmospheric 

discharges with positive ions are followed by electric discharges high 

in the ionosphere, also named TLE (transient luminous event). 

These discharges ignite the resonant events with the planet Earth 

and with the cavities in the ionosphere. These are the reasons of 

destruction of magnetometers at the observato  
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Starting the measurements at the Sinji vrh observatory in 

Slovenia 

 

Mojca Miklavec 

 

Laboratory for Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Higher Education 

Centre Sežana, Slovenia 

 
The geomagnetic observatory Sinji vrh (SNV) in Slovenia 

has been built in 2012 and underwent a number of 

challenges, including atmospheric discharges damaging 

equipment, power line outages, unfriendly weather 

conditions, cute rodents chewing the cables, budget cuts, 

... 

 

After addressing the main challenges we started operating 

the observatory with the first instrument in December 

2014, while the full set of geomagnetic data has been 

recorded since March 2015. 

 

For that purpose we converted a low-cost PC into a data-

logger with a custom-made Linux, built-in GPS receiver, 

thermometer and hygrometer, as well as eight pairs of 

optic fibre connectors for serial data transmission. This 

allowed a simultaneous recording from up to nine 

instruments on serial ports and a few more via USB. We 

installed some Arduino-based monitors of battery status 

and environmental conditions. 

Additional measures were taken to limit the damage done 

by lightning strikes. 
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The Re-location of Eyrewell Geomagnetic Observatory, New 

Zealand  

Presenting author* : Tanja Petersen  

Affiliation presenting author* : GNS Science, Lower Hutt, New 

Zealand  

e-mail* : t.petersen@gns.cri.nz  

Petersen, T., Hurst, T.  

Abstract text* : In December 2013, Eyrewell (EYR) Geomagnetic 

Observatory became operational at a new location, 6.6 km from 

where it had been since 1978. The re-location, forced by 

development of agriculture irrigation systems, had to happen within 

6 months and on a very low budget. Alternative locations within 

New Zealand were investigated, but the best option was found 

nearby on grassland at the light aircraft field at West Melton. To 

ensure an accurate continuation of the long-term magnetic data 

recorded near Christchurch since 1902, comparison measurements 

between old & new locations were conducted. The jump (D=2.73 

arcmin, I=0.58 arcmin, F=14.7 nT) was applied to data from 1 Jan 

2014. EYR is now recording both variometer and total field data at a 

1-sec sampling rate. The site is solar powered. The absolutes are 

taken inside a modified plastic water tank on a weekly basis by an 

observer contracted from the Univ. of Canterbury.  

Transpower’s Benmore-Hayward DC line sometimes runs 

unbalanced, which produces a 10-20 nT change in the magnetic 

field at EYR. This effect is monitored by a single-axis fluxgate sensor 

installed underneath the line where it comes closest to EYR, allowing 

for corrections of Z & F to be automatically applied when necessary. 

A problem still to be solved at the new location is noise in the 

fluxgate data (F is of excellent quality) caused by local electronic 

interference.  
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Application of AHP and fuzzy methods to locate proper areas 

for constructing Kerman geomagnetic observatory  

Presenting author* : Izadi Yazdanabadi, Marjan  

Affiliation presenting author* : M.Sc. student, Dept. of Mining Eng., 

Shahid Bahonar University of Kerman, Iran  

e-mail* : marjaniz326@gmail.com  

Izadi Yazdanabadi, M., Hojat, A., Ranjbar, H., Karimi Nasab, 

S.  

Abstract text* : The necessity of constructing a geomagnetic 

observatory in Kerman province, southeast of Iran, has been 

discussed in recent years. Closure or displacement of several 

geomagnetic observatories all over the world is an experience 

showing how carefully the site selection of these structures should 

be carried out. In this paper, the results obtained from AHP and 

fuzzy methods to locate the proper areas for constructing a 

geomagnetic observatory in Kerman province are presented. The 

eleven factors considered for this purpose include geomagnetic field, 

geology, topography, salt plains and lakes, large cities, towns, 

railways, roads, power lines, power stations, active mines and 

economic deposits. First, all the data layers were prepared for 

Kerman province. Then, the effective parameters were weighted 

with AHP and integrated using WSM and fuzzy method in 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Finally, seven areas were 

discussed to be the most favorable locations for further 

consideration to construct a geomagnetic observatory.  
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New observations of One second data from Choutuppal (CPL) 

Magnetic Observatory  

Presenting author* : Nelapatla, Phani Chandrasekhar  

Affiliation presenting author* : CSIR-National Geophysical Research 

Institute, Hyderabad, India  

e-mail* : phaninelapatla@gmail.com  

Phani Chandrasekhar. N., Sai Vijay Kumar. P., Chandrashakar 

Rao. K., and Arora, K.  

Abstract text* : A new digital magnetic observatory (CPL) was 

established in 2014 in Choutuppal, Telengana, India with 1 minute 

digital data recording. The 3-component variations and total field 

measurements show consistent trends with HYB Observatory, which 

has been operational since 1964 and became an INTERMAGNET 

observatory producing 1 minute data since 2009. Efforts are on to 

make CPL an INTERMAGNET observatory too. Along with the 

standard 1 minute variation measurements, it was planned to also 

have 1 second data recording in CPL.  

 

One second measurements were commenced at CPL Magnetic 

Observatory with the new GEOMAG-02MO magnetometer in March-

April 2016, one of the first installations of this magnetometer from 

GEOMAGNET, Ukraine. Magrec-4B was additionally used to combine 

the scalar data from Overhauser to establish a complete system. 

Details of the setup and the characteristics of the 1 second data are 

presented herein.  
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AUTODIF installations in Magnetic Observatories and some 

results 

 

Poncelet, A. Gonsette, S. Bracke, O. Hendrikcx, J. Rasson 

 

The previous release of our Automatic DIFlux, called AutoDIF mk2.2, 

is now running continuously since June 2013 in our absolute house 

(Dourbes) performing measurement every 30minutes. A second one is 

working in the tunnel of Conrad observatory (Austria) since December 

2013. After this proof of concept, we improved the AutoDIF to the 

version mk2.3 which was presented in 16th IAGA workshop in 

Hyderabad. 

Today, we have successfully deployed 6 AutoDIFs in various 

environments: 2 in Dourbes (DOU), 1 in Manhay (MAB), 1 in Conrad 

(CON), 1 in Deajeon (Korea) and 1 for tests this one was installed for 

10 month in Chambon-la-Foret (CLF) and from since 2016 in Kakioka 

(KAK). We will compare during this lecture the automatic 

measurements with the human-made and discuss the advantages / 

disadvantages of automatic measurements. 
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APIAS UPGRADED OBSERVATORY  

Presenting author* : POGI, KATIE  

Affiliation presenting author* : Ministry Of Natural Resources & 

Environment-Meteorology Division SAMOA  

e-mail* : katie.pogi@mnre.gov.ws  

Katie Pogi, Tanja Petersen  

Abstract text* : Apia observatory was established in 1902 through 

an expedition by the Germans. This makes it one of the longest 

running magnetic monitoring stations in the world and strategically 

important because of its remote location in the Pacific. 

Instrumentation for Absolute Measurements was upgraded in 2011 

and performance was monitored and compared to those seen on 

Ascension Island. Also two magnetometers recording data at a 1-sec 

sampling rate were installed, a Gemsys GSM-90F1 Overhauser 

Magnetometer and a DMI FGE Suspended Variometer. These two 

are 4m apart and located South of the absolute hut. Radio links for 

data transmission are used to avoid lightening problem. Since 

installation, we are now able to monitor the errors from magnetic 

field measured by the Overhauser and that by the Variometer. We 

will also look into other factors that may cause variation in 

measurements, the temperature in the fiberglass for example. Our 

report will focus mainly on current location of Apia Observatory and 

its vulnerability to many factors that contribute largely to 

measurement variation  
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Modernization of the Tatuoca Observatory in Brazil  

Presenting author* : Morschhauser, Achim  

Affiliation presenting author* : GFZ German Research Centre for 

Geosciences  

e-mail* : mors@gfz-potsdam.de  

Morschhauser, A., Pinheiro, K., Soares, G.B., Haseloff, J., 

Matzka, J.  

Abstract text* : The Tatuoca geomagnetic observatory was installed 

in 1954 on a small island in the Amazon River by a joint effort of the 

Carnegie Institution of Washington and the Observatorio Nacional in 

Rio de Janeiro.  

 

The Tatuoca observatory is currently located very close to the 

magnetic equator, observing a strong signal of the equatorial 

electrojet. As well, the observatory is located within the South 

Atlantic Anomaly, providing valuable data for the study of secular 

variation and core dynamics. For these reasons, we have 

modernized this observatory in November 2015 in a collaboration of 

the Observatorio Nacional and the German Research Centre for 

Geosciences. In particular, we installed a suspended DTU FGE 

variometer with a low power data acquisition system, and a model G 

fluxgate on the existing Zeiss theodolite. Further, we installed a 3G 

Router which is transmitting the data. We will describe the 

observatory before and after modernization and report on our 

experience with the modernization process.  
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Adding of GSM-90F5D dIdD as main observatory equipment 

for Hongseong Observatory (HOS) and Gyeongzu 

Observatory (GZU) to the existing set comprising of FGE 

suspended type fluxgate magnetometer and GSM-90 

Overhauser magnetometer  

Presenting author* : LIM, Mutaek  

Affiliation presenting author* : Korea Institute of Geoscience & 

Mineral Resources (KIGAM)  

e-mail* : limmt@kigam.re.kr  

Mutaek LIM, Youngsue PARK, Hyunkey JUNG, Younghong 

SHIN, Hyoungrea RIM  

Abstract text* : We added GSM-90F5D dIdD magnetometer as main 

observatory equipment for Hongseong Geomagnetic Observatory 

(HOS) and Gyeongzu Geomagnetic Observatory (GZU) to the 

existing set comprising of FGE suspended type fluxgate 

magnetometer of NSI/DTU and GSM-90 Overhauser magnetometer 

of GEM Co.  

The latter set is installed in each complex geophysical observatory 

comprising mainly of seismometers, GNSS receivers and 

geomagnetic observatory facilities and as it is near to small roads, 

the agricultural equipment passing on which can arise geomagnetic 

noise to the existing set of geomagnetic observatory system. 

Therefore, we added the former GSM-90F5D dIdD magnetometer in 

a mountainous remote hut separated by more than 150 m from the 

existing small roads so that small agricultural equipment could not 

even 0.1 nT noise to the newly added GSM-90F5D dIdD 

magnetometer of GEM Co.  

We are to measure the geomagnetic variation by the two systems at 

the same time for a considerable duration and to compare the two 

different sets of data ultimately to decide what to to on the existing 

set comprising of FGE suspended type fluxgate magnetometer and 

GSM-90 Overhauser magnetometer.  

Key words: dIdD magnetometer, fluxgate magnetometer, 

Overhauser magnetometer, geomagnetic observatory equipment  
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New setting at Chambon-la-Forêt observatory  

Presenting author* : Lalanne, Xavier  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institut de Physique du Globe de 

Paris  

e-mail* : lalanne@ipgp.fr  

X. Lalanne, K. Telali, B. Heumez, V. Lesur  

Abstract text* : The continuous infiltration of water in the 

variometer vault of Chambon-la-Forêt observatory, built 80 years 

ago, leads to an early ageing of the electronic and instruments. We 

have therefore decided to change the observation setup and to build 

three new surface shelters to install three independent 

measurement chains leading to a concept of “virtual 

magnetometer”. We will present the new configuration of the 

observatory and some of the technical characteristics of the 

shelters. We will also describe the process of migration of the 

instruments, and differences between obtained data series. 

Environmental (humidity and temperature) and magnetic data 

collected over a year indicates that the provision of high data quality 

is sustainable for the coming years.  
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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE FRESNO MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY  

Presenting author* : Austin, Jason  

Affiliation presenting author* : United States Geological Survey 

Geomagnetism Group  

e-mail* : joaustin@usgs.gov  

JASON O. AUSTIN, Edward Sauter, Edward W. Worthington, 

Jill E. Caldwell  

Abstract text* : The Fresno magnetic observatory was established in 

1980, with major upgrades in 2005 and 2013. The observatory is of 

particular importance to the U.S. Geological Survey Geomagnetism 

Program because of its mid-latitude location in the western portion 

of the United States. The upgrades were designed to improve 

temperature control and to consolidate equipment distributed across 

multiple structures into a single building. This new building houses 

an absolute vector magnetometer, a scalar magnetometer, a vector 

magnetometer, and an electronic data acquisition equipment. This 

presentation shows the results of improved piers, temperature 

stability, baseline stability, and data acquisition equipment.  
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Description of the Observatory of Nampula Upgrade 

 

Antonio Mucussete 

 

Government Of Nampula Province, Republic Of Mozambique 

 

Ten years after the reopening of Nampula Magnetic Observatory 

(NMP), exactly a decade Nampula continuously is conducting 

monitoring activities of the Earth's magnetic field. And so we think that 

is open a path to a common future in the field of geomagnetic studies. 

The main purpose of this presentation is to show the participants here 

and others missing on the tasks carried out in the magnetic observatory 

Nampula, as opportunities like these are rare. 

 This work is the result of the commitment that Mozambique in general 

and particularly Nampula has in the field of physical studies of the 

planet we live in, giving their contribution from absolute observations 

and recording data on components X, Y, Z and F.  

We have challenges yes, related to improving the quality of our data, as 

they are sometimes recorded with interruptions caused by power supply 

and security. 

The present work shows the magnetic declination of Nampula and 

Maputo as well as the wide differences between them, opening way 

from the real cause of this phenomenon. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who direct or 

indirectly have contributed to the renewal of our observatory. 
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Invited Talk 
 

Recent secular variation and core motions: Complementary 

constraints from ground observatory and Swarm data 

 

Chris Finlay 

DTU Space, Denmark 

 

Observatory data is essential for the study of geomagnetic secular 

variation.  In this talk I will describe how observatory data is used 

today, in combination with data from the Swarm satellite constellation, 

to produce high resolution models of recent secular variation.  Its role in 

satellite data selection, parameterization of external field variations, and 

as a direct constraint on secular variation at observatory locations will 

be described, using as an example the CHAOS-6 field model (Finlay et 

al., 2016). It will be shown that quasi-definitive observatory data are 

crucial for the calibration and validation of  the latest satellite data.   

Recent secular variation, as seen at ground observatories and as 

captured in the CHAOS-6 field model, including geomagnetic jerks 

events and their origin at the core-mantle boundary, will be described.   

Resulting inferences regarding fluid motions in the outer core flow, 

their dynamics, and possible implications for the nature of the 

geodynamo process will be discussed.    
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D: Magnetic Repeat Stations 
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Indonesian Geomagnetic Maps for Epoch 2015.0 to cover of 

Indonesian Regions  

Presenting author* : SYIROJUDIN, Muhamad  

Affiliation presenting author* : MURJAYA, Jaya  

e-mail* : muhammad.syirojudin@bmkg.go.id  

SYIROJUDIN, Muhamad, MURJAYA, Jaya 

Abstract text* : In compliance with the resolutions of IAGA 

(International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy), Since 

1960’s, every five years BMKG or Meteorology, Climatology and 

Geophysics Agency of Indonesia builds geomagnetic field maps 

based on actual measurements in 53 repeat stations and for more 

accurate result of Geomagnetic maps Epoch 2015.0, the number of 

repeat stations has been increased to 68 locations. Analysis data 

was conducted by spatial analyses using collocated cokriging and 

kridging with external drift to map the observation data in five 

components, such as Declination (D), Inclination (I), Vertical (Z), 

Horizontal (H), and Total Geomagnetic Field (F). The data reduction 

used one permanent observatory i.e., Kupang Geophysical 

Observatory, as a reference standard. The results of this 

Geomagnetic Maps, that the contour lines of Indonesian 

geomagnetic declination in range -1 to 4.5 degree, Inclination 

component are -5 to -37 degree, Vertical component are -4000 to -

28000 nT, Horizontal component are 36000 to 42000 nT, and Total 

Geomagnetic Field are 39000 to 46000 nT. In conclusion, 

Indonesian Geomagnetic Maps for Epoch 2015.0 can be used to 

compute geomagnetic data around Indonesian regions until next 5 

years. 
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2014.5 model of the observed geomagnetic field for the 

territory of Bulgaria  

Presenting author* : Metodiev, Metodi  

Affiliation presenting author* : National Institute for Geophysics, 

Geodesy and Geography - BAS  

e-mail* : m.i.metodiev@gmail.com  

Metodiev, M., Trifonova, P.  

Abstract text* : Construction of 2014.5 geomagnetic field model for 

Bulgaria using repeat station measurements from the period 2007-

2012 aims at answering of two main questions: what is the quality 

of such modeling and what is the “price” for calculating instead of 

measuring the regional geomagnetic field.  

The last absolute geomagnetic survey for the territory of Bulgaria 

was performed in the period 1978 – 1980. The geomagnetic 

elements D, H and F were measured on 473 points and reduced to 

1980.0 epoch. In 1990 measurements on 15 secular stations were 

made and all data of the survey in 1978 – 1980 were reduced to 

epoch 1990.0. It follows a long period of interruption of the 

measurements.  

In the period 2007-2012, 28 points (secular and Ist class) over the 

territory of Bulgaria were measured. Local geomagnetic models and 

isoporic maps were created mainly of the Declination for 

cartographic purposes.  

It is very well and widely known how difficult is to organize and 

perform secular magnetic measurements but often the very first big 

problem is to convince the management to finance this activity. This 

motivated us to test different models and to check their quality 

against the data obtained during the 2014 campaign of magnetic 

measurements for military purposes.  
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Semi-automatic sunshots with the WIDIF DIflux 

 

Rasson J., Hendrickx O. and Marin JL 

 

Abstract: 
Determination of the direction of True North is obviously required 

for the measurement of the magnetic declination. Various 

techniques exist and the sunshot is an easy and accurate method.  

A new way to perform sunshots is presented here: photocells are 

used in combination with a theodolite and a clock to determine the 

horizontal angle of the Sun at a given epoch. 

The setup allows timings of the Sun passage not worse than 0.1 s. 

Precautions required for obtaining 1 arcsec accuracy on the True 

North direction are mentioned.
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The Comparative Behaviour of The Magnetic Daily Variations 

Observed in Bateke Plateau and Binza Station in D.R.Congo 

 

Makangila Ntimansiemi, Matadi Ndombasi, Nzuzi Kudiayimbu, 

Kabangu Mwana Mbuji 

 

Abstract: 
In this study, the diurnal variations of the magnetic field observed 

around Bateke plateau during the period from June to October 2015 

are compared to those observed in Binza station.  Taking into 

account the secular variation calculated from the Binza’s data, the 

present diurnal variation seem to be in accordance with the present 

solar cycles that is quite poor in magnetic activities. 
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Determination of the Earth crust’s tectonic stress on the 

basis of one-minute average data of variation of the 

geomagnetic field  

Presenting author* : Cop Rudi  

Affiliation presenting author* : Cop Rudi  

e-mail* : rudi@artal.si  

Cop Rudi  

Abstract text* : On the planet Earth the territory of Slovenia is 

seismological an active region. Slovenia lies on the Adriatic tectonic 

micro-plate. This micro-plate lies between the huge Eurasian 

tectonic plate in the north and the huge African tectonic plate in the 

south. The majority of European countries are on the Eurasian plate 

which is very calm. In contrast the earthquakes on the Adriatic 

micro-plate are frequent. The territory of Slovenia is geologically 

very heterogeneous with more than a hundred tectonic gaps and 

cracks. These gaps and cracks have relatively short active regions. 

The majority of earthquake centers on the territory of Slovenia are 

between 5 km and 15 km deep in the Earth’s crust.  

 

This article deals with the changes of seismological and geomagnetic 

activity in the second part of the year 2015. The selected period 

includes also the strongest earthquake in the year 2015 in Slovenia, 

which occurred on 1 November 2015 in south-western part of this 

country, with the local magnitude of 4.2. The seismic activity of 

Slovenia is given on the basis of data of Slovenian Environment 

Agency. The geomagnetic activity for the mentioned period was 

calculated on the basis of one-minute average data of variation of 

the geomagnetic field measured at the PIA geomagnetic observatory 

(Piran, Slovenia).  
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Using magnetic observatories as reference stations in 

magnetotelluric data processing of geomagnetic pulsations  

Presenting author* : Larnier, Hugo  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institut de Physique du Globe de 

Strasbourg, CNRS UMR 7516, Strasbourg, France  

e-mail* : hlarnier@unistra.fr  

Larnier, H., Chambodut, A., Sailhac, P.  

Abstract text* : Magnetotellurics (MT) is a passive geophysical 

exploration technique which uses time series of natural magnetic 

and electric fields measured at the ground surface. It is based on 

the induction of electric currents in the ground by large scale 

geomagnetic waves. A wide collection of waves is used in MT, from 

lightning strikes emitted waves to magnetic pulsations induced by 

the interaction of the sun and the magnetosphere. In this work, we 

have developed a methodology based on the continuous wavelet 

transform to process MT data in the period range [1-500] seconds 

based on the time-frequency characteristics of geomagnetic 

pulsations. In this period range, geomagnetic pulsations are the 

preponderant signals.  

To properly detect geomagnetic pulsations in MT time series, we are 

generating Fourier surrogates of quiet magnetic time series. Then, 

by comparison between the distribution of wavelets coefficients of 

these surrogates and the original signal, we are recovering 

significant wavelet coefficients associated to geomagnetic 

pulsations. The magnetic observatories are of primary importance in 

this framework as their data are used as large-scale reference 

station for the occurrence of geomagnetic events. We are showing 

several datasets and their consecutive analysis with regards to 

improvement brought by magnetic observatories data onto the 

characterization of MT transfer functions.  
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Analysis and Modelling of Geomagnetic Induced Currents 

Near Geomagnetic Equator With Huancayo Geomagnetic 

Observatory Data  

Presenting author* : Vidal Erick  

Affiliation presenting author* : Huancayo Geomagnetic Observatory 

- Instituto Geofisico del Peru  

e-mail* : erdevisa@hotmail.com  

Vidal, E., Rosales, D.  

Abstract text* : Geomagnetic induced currents GICs are caused due 

effect of space weather which drives earth’s magnetosphere and 

ionosphere causing inducted currents at level of the ground that 

depending on the magnitude could be harmful in high latitudes for 

power grids, pipes, etc. but has effects over the equatorial region 

increases causing also a significant GICs.  

The Huancayo Geomagnetic Observatory is located near the 

geomagnetic Equator I the Peruvian Andes, at 3313 meters above 

sea level, and have geomagnetic records from early 1920’s whose 

can be used for modeling GICs from it’s geomagnetic data  

In this work we model the GICs using Geomagnetic records from 

Huancayo Geomagnetic Observatory from the year 2000 to 2015, 

and analyze the effects of the large geomagnetic event occurred 

from mid-October to early November 2003 known as the Halloween 

solar storm and what would have been it’s implications over power 

grids.  
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Investigation of pulsations in neighboring and conjugate 

observatories by means of wavelet analysis  

Presenting author* : Neska, Mariusz  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institute of Geophysics, Polish 

Academy of Sciences  

e-mail* : nemar@igf.edu.pl  

Neska, A., Neska, M., Reda, J., Sumaruk, Y.  

Abstract text* : The introduction of 1s variation data as an 

INTERMAGNET product offers the facility to investigate the 

geomagnetic pulsations range on a regional, continental, and global 

scale. Pulsations are known to be field line resonances, i.e., 

standing magnetohydrodynamic waves that propagate along an 

Earth’s main field line having frequencies closely related to the 

length of “their” field line. Their occurrence is non-stationary, and 

single pulsation events can be traced over a certain spatial distance 

(~1000 km, but an accurate quantification is unavailable at present) 

in neighboring ground-based measurements. An especially peculiar 

phenomenon is the correlated occurrence of pulsations at 

conjugated points. Pulsations are an important source signal for 

magnetotellurics (MT), a sounding technique aimed at determination 

of electrical conductivity of the solid earth. The time-dependent and 

spatial properties of ground-based pulsations have some impact on 

the performance of this method. The wavelet analysis (WA) is an 

appropriate tool for investigating these properties since it plainly 

provides information on both time-dependency and spectral content 

of a signal. The presentation studies pulsations properties of 

neighboring and conjugate observatories obtained by WA, 

particularly with regard to MT. The most surprising outcome is that 

some geomagnetic pulsations are obviously man-made.  
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Detection of a new geomagnetic jerk in early 2014 thanks to 

the INTERMAGNET Quasi-Definitive data  

Presenting author* : Torta, Joan Miquel  

Affiliation presenting author* : Observatori de l'Ebre  

e-mail* : jmtorta@obsebre.es  

Torta, J.M., Marsal, S. Pavón-Carrasco,F.J., Finlay, C.C.  

Abstract text* : In early 2015, when preparing the definitive 1-

minute data files at Ebre geomagnetic observatory, we detected 

that a clear change of slope started to appear in the corresponding 

monthly means. This was confirmed during the following months by 

means of quasi-definitive data (thus discarding instrumental or 

external field effects) and also observed in several other 

observatories. A global model produced with the latest available 

satellite and observatory data supported these findings, giving a 

global perspective on both the jerk and a related secular 

acceleration pulse at the core-mantle boundary. Recent jerks have 

been found to occur at a regular rate (every 3-4 years) since 2003, 

suggesting that they are caused by some as-yet-unknown 

oscillatory phenomenon within the core. We concluded that the jerk 

was most visible in the Atlantic and European sectors, and our 

results provided a compelling answer to the question of when would 

the next jerk occur / how long would the 2012.5 pulse last. We 

could confirm the jerk only 1.5 years after its beginning, thanks to 

the timeliness of observatory data delivery, the availability of high-

quality Swarm satellite data and the frequent updates of the 

CHAOS-5 core field model. 
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The Apparent Structure of the Magnetic Anomalies Occurring 

in the Bateke Plateau in Kinshasa, D.R. Congo.  

Presenting author* : Matadi Jonathan  

Affiliation presenting author* : Centre de Recherche en 

Géophysique-CRG/D.R.CONGO  

e-mail* : jonathanmatadi01@gmail.com  

Matadi Jonathan N., Nzuzi K., Ntibahana M., Makangila N.  

Abstract text* : The magnetic field in Bateke plateau has been 

observed using a proton magnetometer. The survey was made 

during the period from June to October 2015.The aim of this study 

is to determine the magnetic anomalies occurring in this area. The 

observations were extended in the area running from latitude 14° 

16’40’’E to longitude 18°42’30’’ E. While the geological structure of 

this area presents quite smooth variations, the geomagnetic 

distribution shows irregularities associated with the irregularities of 

the Moho structure of this zone.  
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Variations of the Earth’s electrical resistivity according to 

data of geomagnetic observatories in Europe  

Presenting author* : Reda, Jan  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institute of Geophysics, Polish 

Academy of Sciences  

e-mail* : jreda@igf.edu.pl  

Semenov, V., Reda, J., and Neska, M.  

Abstract text* : Variability of the Earth’s resistivity with periods of 

more than several years has been observed in Europe around the 

Trans European Suture Zone (TESZ) recently. This variability is 

correlated with changing of the Earthquakes Quantity (EQ). Data of 

geomagnetic observatories situated in mid latitudes (VAL, ESK, 

HAD, VLJ, CLF, FUR, and NGK) have been analyzed for the period 

from 1911 to 2010. Three deep induction soundings reaching to 

mid-mantle depths have been obtained using data for the past 50 or 

100 years. Joint analysis of apparent resistivity variations, Wolf 

numbers, and K-indexes has shown a high correlation between 

them. These variations of apparent resistivity and spatial gradients 

of impedances, presented as induction vectors, are situated in the 

TESZ separating two European tectonic plates. The nature of this 

phenomenon is most probably seismo-electromagnetic effects in a 

weak suture zone.  
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Detecting tidal signals at Gan magnetic observatory. 

Observations versus predictions  

Presenting author* : Muslim Ahmed  

Affiliation presenting author* : Gan Meteorological Office, Dept. of 

Meteorology, Republic of Maldives  

e-mail* : ahmedmuslim@hotmail.com  

Velimsky, J., Muslim, A., Kuvshinov, A.  

Abstract text* : The geomagnetic and geoelectric observatory Gan 

located at the southern tip of the Maldivian archipelago provides a 

unique opportunity to observe the electromagnetic signals 

generated by the tidally-induced ocean flows. We present the 

results of an analysis of geomagnetic and geoelectric 

measurements, and compare them to numerical predictions. The 

multi-taper spectral analysis is used to identify the tidal signals in 

the measurements. Very good agreement between predicted and 

observed lunar semi-diurnal M2 tide is obtained in the vertical 

magnetic field component, and the tidal signal is also detected in 

the electric field measurements.  
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The role of geomagnetic community in the development of 

EPOS Geomagnetism Thematic Core Services  

Presenting author* : Hejda, Pavel  

Affiliation presenting author* : Institute of Geophysics of the CAS, 

Prague, Czech Republic  

e-mail* : ph@ig.cas.cz  

Hejda P., Chambodut A., Curto J-J., Flower S., Kozlovskaya 

E., Kubasta P., Matzka J., Tanskanen E., Thomson A.  

Abstract text* : European Plate Observing System (EPOS) is aimed 

at integrating geoscience data across scientific disciplines. EPOS 

Implementation Phase was supported by a four-year Horizon2020 

grant that started on 1 October 2015. The goals of Geomagnetism 

Thematic Core Services are:  

• Enhance existing services providing geomagnetic data 

(INTERMAGNET, WDC for Geomagnetism, IMAGE) and existing 

services providing geomagnetic indices (ISGI).  

• Develop and enhance the geomagnetic community's metadata 

systems by creating a metadata database, filling it and putting in 

place processes to ensure that it is kept up to date in the future.  

• Develop and build access to magnetotelluric (MT) data including 

transfer functions and time series data from temporary, portable 

MT-arrays in Europe, as well as to lithospheric conductivity models 

derived from TM-data.  

• Develop common web and database access points to global and 

regional geomagnetic field and conductivity models.  

 

An important task of the project is to establish communication 

channels for the interaction with the geomagnetic community and 

use them for testing and validation of the services and for 

measuring their impact.  
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EPOS splinter meeting  

Hejda P. 
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The Magnetic and Space Weather Services as a new 

Experience for Geomagnetic Observatories in Mexico  

Presenting author* : Hernández-Quintero Esteban  

Affiliation presenting author* : National University of Mexico (UNAM)  

e-mail* : estebanh@geofisica.unam.mx  

Hernández-Quintero Esteban; Cifuentes G.; González-Esparza 

A.; and Caccavari A.  

Abstract text* : Geomagnetic data used for modeling the earth's 

magnetic field of internal origin and secular variation have been 

studied based in data obtained from geomagnetic observatories, and 

repeat stations distributed throughout the earth's surface. 

Nowadays new applications for this information had become more 

important, considering several hazards and its significance from the 

magnetic point of view, such as volcano or earthquake activity. 

Surface surveys, airborne and satellite help to characterize the 

crustal, and main geomagnetic field as part of a Magnetic Service in 

Mexico and in most of the countries with researching programs on 

geomagnetism, such as government agencies, or universities.  

The influence of external electric currents whose origin are in the 

magnetosphere and ionosphere, have been features with high 

relevance in data acquisition in satellites spacecrafts, and less in 

ground stations in middle geomagnetic latitudes.  

 

The Space Weather Service and the Magnetic Service have several 

common fields of study. In this work we remark certain aspects in 

order to analyze a natural scope between such ways in studying the 

whole geomagnetic field: of internal and external sources.  

This two services have fields of work very close between each other, 

even could be interpreted as repetitive. This work present what are 

in Mexico doing in Space Weather in relation with Magnetic Service 
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Overview of the South African National Space Agency 

geomagnetic observations network in space weather 

applications 

Presenting author* : Nahayo, Emmanuel  

Affiliation presenting author* : South African National Space Agency 

(SANSA)  

e-mail* : enahayo@sansa.org.za  

Nahayo, E., Kotze, P., Cilliers, P.  

Abstract text* : The South African National Space Agency (SANSA) 

has a network of geomagnetic observations located in southern 

Africa, including countries such as South Africa and Namibia. This 

network of geomagnetic observations comprises of magnetic 

observatories, magnetic pulsation stations and magnetotelluric 

stations. SANSA utilizes the data collected from these geomagnetic 

observation stations in space weather applications to fulfill one of its 

mandates of being a regional warning center in Africa. The 2015 

Saint Patrick’s Day storm was selected to illustrate how the 

geomagnetic observations play an important role in our modern 

society to determine the potential hazard for activities and 

infrastructure. In this paper we describe the geomagnetic data sets 

that are available to characterize and monitor the various types of 

solar-driven disturbances. 
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A comparison between Conrad Observatory and the old Wien 

Cobenzl observatory: Insights into anthropogenic ground 

currents  

Presenting author* : Kompein, Niko  

Affiliation presenting author* : R. Pleschberger, R. Egli, B. Leichter, 

R. Leonhardt  

e-mail* : niko.kompein@zamg.ac.at  

N. Kompein, R. Pleschberger, R. Egli, B. Leichter, R. 

Leonhardt  

Abstract text* : We have analyzed geomagnetic data from two 

closely located geomagnetic observatories: the old magnetic 

observatory in Vienna (WIK) and the Conrad Observatory (WIC, 50 

km SW of Vienna). While WIK is strongly affected by anthropogenic 

noise from the city of Vienna, WIC is located far from urban areas, 

power grids, and ground transportation, therefore providing a 

suitable reference for the analysis of urban disturbances. These 

disturbances dominate the whole spectral range above 0.01 Hz. 

Their relation with local ground current has been further 

investigated with magnetotelluric measurements.  
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Modeling Geomagnetically Induced Currents in Austria at the 

Conrad Observatory  

Presenting author* : Bailey, Rachel  

Affiliation presenting author* : Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und 

Geodynamik (ZAMG)  

e-mail* : r.bailey@zamg.ac.at  

Bailey, R., Leonhardt, R.  

Abstract text* : Geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) result from 

rapid geomagnetic field variations during geomagnetic storms. 

Ground electric potentials arise that can equalize as currents flowing 

through power grid lines and other conducting forms of modern 

infrastructure. These currents are strongest in high latitudes, where 

the geomagnetic variations are largest, and in areas with low 

conductivity, where currents cannot flow as easily through the 

ground. Despite being a mid-latitude country, Austria has areas of 

very low ground conductivity due to the Alps, making the levels of 

GIC considerable. Here we will describe the GIC model in use in the 

Conrad Observatory in Austria. The model is based on a thin-sheet 

approximation and will be gradually expanded with detailed surface 

conductivity models and further measurement stations in Austria. 

The model shall also be developed to work with real-time data to 

provide up-to-date GIC values.  
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Geomagnetic Observations in Volcanic Historical Eruptions  

Presenting author* : CIFUENTES-NAVA, Gerardo  

Affiliation presenting author* : Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 

México  

e-mail* : gercifue@geofisica.unam.mx  

CIFUENTES-NAVA, Gerardo, HERNÁNDEZ-QUINTERO, J. A., 

CACCAVARI-GARZA, A.  

Abstract text* : We present the geomagnetic measurements carried 

out in Volcanic Historical Eruptions in Michoacán and Nayarit, west 

México. Geophysics Institute from National University (UNAM) have 

a new office that belongs to the Magnetic Service in Michoacan. As 

main task is develop Geomagnetic Field´s studies in this part of 

México, installing a new Geomagnetic Observatory in Coeneo County 

and observe reported stations near to recent volcanic structures 

with recent activity.  

 

Ceboruco and Paricutin Volcanoes were visited to measure the 

Geomagnetic Field in their historical eruptions that was tested with 

paleomagnetic´s determination. The paleomagnetic data, in 

Paricutin, have a wide range of results that some times not 

correspond to the well know geomagnetic field for 1943 to 1952. 

Ceboruco have recent activity until 1870, and the paleomagnetic 

studies have less dispersion that Paricutin but some data have an 

important difference with the expected values.  

 

In both cases we use the same methodologie that we use in a 

magnetic repeat station. We use a MINGEO THEO010A Di-flux and a 

GSM19 Overhauser total intensity magnetometer. The mark was 

determinate with sunshots.  
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Abstract text : Observatories of the worldnet, which have long row 

observations are presented. It is shown the high correlations 

between changes of secular variations and solar and geomagnetic 

activities.  
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Data processing packages: training session  

B Heumez, R Leonhardt and C Turbitt 
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INTERMAGNET round table  

OPSCOM Officers 

Potential agenda items for the INTERMAGNET round table session: 

 

 Recent and future changes (e.g. data formats, …) 

 Become and stay an INTERMAGNET observatory (the rules 

and case studies: how do observatories get IMO status and 

typical reasons why they loose it, how are the rules implemented 

in reality, what kind of help can endangered IMOs receive) 

 How INTERMAGNET sees the future of observatories and of 

INTERMAGNET (what do we think will be most important, 

e.g. quality, timeliness, compatibility with ..., global 

distribution, ….  Where do we see the current and future data 

users? What are our plans to evolve as INTERMAGNET? In 

which areas was/is INTERMAGNET successful?) 

 What do (future) IMOs wish/expect from INTERMAGNET? 

 

Other topics are welcome.
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